
Scarlett and Leo's Chic and Refined Old Mill Inn and George Restaurant Wedding: 
 

     
    Scarlett and Leo are a classically polished and stylish couple. When it came to choosing the 

ideal ceremony and reception spaces for their wedding, they conscientiously chose The Old Mill 

Inn and George Restaurant. The Old Mill Inn is a regal and lavish hotel with a rustic twist 

situated in the west end of Toronto near the beautiful Humber Valley. This venue which boasts 

57 rooms including a stunning wedding chapel with gorgeous stained glass windows, was the 

perfect locale to hold Scarlett and Leo's elegant wedding ceremony. George Restaurant which is 

located in downtown Toronto is an upscale fine dining restaurant that was the ideal spot to host 

Scarlett and Leo's charming and stylish reception. As wedding editorial photographers, The Old 

Mill Inn and George Restaurant were two spectacular venues that granted us the opportunity to 

capture the most dazzling wedding editorial fine art shots.  
 

    Scarlett and Leo were an immensely lovely, endearing, and industrious couple to work with. 

We were able to effortlessly collaborate with them and offer them any tips and tricks of the trade 

along the way. Their wedding was a true elegant, refined and chic event from start to finish.  
 

    Thank you so much Scarlett and Leo for granting us the absolute pleasure of working with you 

on your wedding day. We wish you all the best on your new journey as a merrily wedded couple! 
 

 

PHOTO CAPTIONS:  
 

     

    Photo Caption #1: We adore how black and white photography can make a shot look so 

effortlessly polished and glamorous. Scarlett and Leo could not look more blissfully jubilant and 

in love in this dynamic shot. 

     

    Photo Caption #2 : Scarlett is a ravishing beauty in this soft, romantic and utterly dreamy 

portrait shot. From Scarlett's bright crimson lips, to her veil delicately dancing in the air, this shot 

is a feast for the eyes. 
 

    Photo Caption #3: Leo looks dapper and stylish as can be as he finishes putting together his 

wedding look. We truly loved the exposed brick that some of the walls at The Old Mill Inn 

sported. The brick really pulled together the chic, refined and rustic style that Scarlett and Leo 

wanted for their wedding. 
 

    Photo Caption #4: As highly stylized wedding editorial photographers, we truly love creating 

pieces of visually stunning fine art like this romantic black and white shot at The Old Mill Inn's 



wedding chapel. Making this shot black and cream amplified the classic and elegant beauty of 

the candles, floral arrangements, glorious stained glass windows and of course Scarlett and Leo. 
 

    Photo Caption #5: Scarlett and Leo's reception decor in grand and refined shades of soft pink, 

crisp cream and luxurious gold were stylishly complimented by the both classically elegant and 

regal industrial styling of George Restaurant. Scarlett and Leo really loved incorporating both 

classic and modern styles in  their wedding decor.  
 

    Photo Caption: Scarlett ( who changed into an angelic blush pink satin dress with tulle floral 

overlay) and Leo are in pure wedded bliss as they cut into their captivating wedding cake in this 

dazzling reception shot.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


